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Pathfinder kingmaker strategy guide

After you defeat the Lord of Stags and become the baron of stolen land, you can now access the Kingdom Management System. You need to collect the kingdom's resources, build your capital and deal with all kinds of problems. You can also assign your leaders (friends and some other NPCs) to your
council to manage your land. Keep in mind that many builds can give you a kingdom bonus if they are adjacent to certain other buildings. The way the buildings are arranged will make a big difference. Tip: You need to place the building with the most adjacent bonuses in the center of the village and build
other buildings around it. See the following example: Shop (+1 Economy adjacent to Tavern) Tavern (+1 relationship adjacent to Longhouse) Brewery (loyalty with windmill +1, Stability with Tavern +1) Smith (+1 Economy) The economy adjacent to the store) long house barracks (+1 stability adjacent to
the tene house) monument (+1 God adjacent to the monument, +1: Add settlement and upgrade the existing settlement later. You can also buy BP from a specific merchant. The main focus of this act is to build your kingdom, to do this you need enough kingdom leaders to handle all kingdom projects
(one leader can take care of one project at a time and most events have deadlines. We need to recruit all of our colleagues as soon as possible. Some kingdom projects can give you baron's unique buffs and debuffs (note that they appear only after troll invasions (Jubilot, Ekundayo, etc.). We offer 500
BP, including a contract with Iosef Seremius, but the cost of the building will also increase by 25%. The storyteller in your royal room is a collector of stories, a preliminary server of history, and he is interested in antique artifacts. He is eager to buy the Ancient Lostland Coin (200 GP each), The DryAd
Token (300 GP each), the Ancient Cyclops Coin (400 GP each), and the Tardan Warrior Dog Tag (300 GP each). Turning with rest artifacts will give you some XP and GP along with the story! The aforementioned stories and rewards for some giant spiders in the old Sycamore depth area( found nearby),
Rest Paladin's crumpled helmet (found nearby) and rest inquisitor's broken crossbow (donated to you by Tartucco in the former Sycamore Cave Area). After your baron is founded, you can now explore its surrounding area. For example, bridges over the Gudrin River, desolate gazebos, etc. (the nymph
invites you to visit her 1st, now she should not attend cuz to attack you there.) Tip: Be very careful when visiting the area you needThere are usually strong monsters wandering around for mobile and motion checks. There are also powerful mini-bosses in the bridge caves over the Gudrin River, but don't
visit them before you're ready. Crossing the Ford Skunk River will appear near the southeast corner of the map when you enter, and will go east to find the camp. Pass the [Perceptual 15] check to find the chest, among them ropes (use it later), scorching ray scrolls, cure light scratch scrolls, sooth
blackened brands, etc. Just a simple cache of loot waiting to be looted. Another less profitable cache can be plundered to the north [Perceptual 15] where you can find master work daggers. After plundering the camp, follow the southern edge of the map to the west. You'll find a pack of ferocious wolves
out there. Once you fight, more wolves will join the battle. Then go north until you hit the river, and then east through the river until you find a completely ruined wall. With the Perceived 7 check you can find a stone that will succeed and you will be able to find the Knight Breaker Shard. Cross the river and
follow the trail until you find a navigable part of the forest to the west, then west into the wilderness until you find nature playing in the form of three ferocious wolves attacking two cobold sentinel. Play spoilers and make sure both sides are wiped out, and then plunder the chest that Kobold was defending
to win some treasures including recipes: Galtragou. Turn south from this chest and go through the Perceived 19 check to find the hidden container behind the tree. (Note: If a troll invasion has already happened, you can find Jubirotonaltropul here) When you reach this place, you'll find yourself along the
northern end of the map, head south from there, and find Lumberjacks led by a man named Kollax who confronts Meliance. Nixie has a trump card in the form of two bewitching wood jacks that threaten their lives in response to the Corax invasion, while inferior. When you're drawn to this dead end, the
Quest Riverbed Nightmare begins. If you select the Neutral option, both sides can see each other as butchers, solve problems with force, or solve them through diplomatic means. You can threaten Meliance to drop the last demand or agree to restore the tree. 3 pine islands from the overgrown pool area
followed in the direction of northwest, northwest and west (you need to travel to swamp witch huts and loan houses to buy tokens). This is a small map where some Tatzlwyrms are lurking, you will pass two [Perceived 8] checks to find some coins and charred pieces of necklace (previously) plundered
trapped pillars and then note the stones you can search for in ruins in the west and north. Both hide some atypostions and potions. Ruined Gazebo You enter this map from its northern border. along the southern road, andWith your eyes on the west cliff, you'll find a trag pendant in some rubble. To the
south and to the east of the road, there is a steep hill where you can climb. Climb the hills, adventure and find the Dwarven Helm Shard along the cliffs. If you go to the east end of the map and turn south to reach the dead end, you will find trunks that can be plundered if successful in the Perceived 22
check. There is a a tedny of natural armor +1. In the middle of the map is a corpse with a chest near it. Don't rush to it cuz it's a trap set by some bandits. Venture off the road to the west waiting for bandits to find some ruins. Between the two crumbled stone buildings, there are several ancient stairs that
you can climb by clicking on the interaction icon Mobility 19. Be careful with them, but before you try to climb them, go southwest along some ruins [Perceived 19] to find the tiger admirings that are hidden under some rubble. Climb the stairs and you will find some huge spiders waiting for you. In the



nearby watchtower, there is a need to go through an athletic check to get the chest. Inside its chest (or you can build a ladder) is a black cog wheel ring, chest +2, heavy shield, magic Great Axe Trolleyper, soot black apron. The last item you might be interested in ancient times and the trolleyper is a great
weapon for coming quests. In some rubble along the southern end of the tower [perceived 17] there is a trag pendant in another rubble near the desolate stairs to the north. For the Trag statue, three cog wheels are required. (White cog wheel ring can be found in the corpse of the wolf's hideout.) The
black cog wheel ring is on the chest of the watchtower, and the Golden Cog wheel ring is in Luke, who is stuck on a rock to the southeast of the map. After putting three gears on the statue, you need to pass the [Knowledge (Alkane) 20] check to learn the correct order. A lush room (or you can have Haim
to help you) depends on your character and encountering on this map is very difficult or very easy. A character with a high stealth score may be able to fight through low-quality encounters by avoiding everything, and clergy may summon a hand and then heal themselves. Wizards and sorcerer players
need to bring enough healing potions, and invisible potions help a lot. Save before you enter the Verdant room. Before entering the ruins, there is a gap that can be jumped over with a successful [Mobility 22] check towards the north. Once crossed, there are two ferocious wolves feasting on the corpse.
Defeat them and then plunder their corpses they were stuffy to win two potions of invisibility and a scroll of freedom of movement. You'll need these soon. Now, when you adventure into this ruinous garden and touch a big tree, a nymph appears. (If there is a trap, you can set them up before calling the
nymphs) the nymphs are young hydras, ferocious manticore andTo the southeast, also, some traps will appear out of nowhere. If your character is good at fighting (there are some red cap assassins on the wall and Giant Flight Wrap blocks the area exit), you can fight your way. Otherwise, run using
invisible potions! Lone House clears the bandits in this area, but be careful, there are many traps outside the road. Once you've dealt with thieves and traps, you can leave Warning Wayne at 200 XP. Bartholomew, Mage here can sell you some products. When a troll invasion occurs, you need to visit this
place again and save Bartholomew in his basement from a group of trolls. He gives you a quest to regain his whip (the nature of the beast). Thieves camp here thieves want to join your power and offer you their wealth, in exchange, they can collect taxes on your land. Eliminate thieves and you can get
Masterwork Short Sword with Bustard Sword +1, Light Shield +2, Bertha Short Bow +1 and Short Tee Short Sword +1 among other weapons and trinking gear. Cobold Trail This is not a real place, but the book event chooses to go against all dangers and we passed the Lore (Natural) 15 check to unlock
other options according to the path. There are three ways to deal with strange shrines. Repairing the shrine with respect will result in finding emeralds, and if you leave it alone, you will have the good fortune to run across some wild boars and camping equipment x6. It allows you to pick rubies from the
ruins of the shrine. Swamp Witch's Hut In the northeastern part of the area, there are a lot of mad reef plants. However, it is necessary to pass the [Knowledge (Nature) 25] check to harvest. Two Faye lovers, Satial Falchos and Dryad Tyrecia, can be found following the eastern stream. After listening to
their story, you can help them kill the Saith tree. And if you refuse to help, dey will try to fascinate you and force you to fight the sickle tree. If you pass the athletic check and reach the northeast corner of the map, you will find three raging owls there. They are tough enemies, if you want to fight them, use
the web to buff your characters and slow them down. Near the sickle tree, there is a ghost in front of the dire house, passing the [Perception 19] check to pry into the Tardan Warrior's dog tag from the rubble near Spectre, and plundering the chest [Tricky 18] near the fence. From Spectre, you can learn
that there are some spirits in the well. Well mentioned by its ghosts is not far from the devastated village, but do not open it before preparing. When you open it, three Will o Wisp will attack you. (It is a good idea to use protection from energy spells because they mainly handled lightning damage.) After
you defeat Wisp, you will find three unique coins, they are for quest coins for the eyes of a dead man. The witch's hut in the swamp is in the northwest of the well, and you can throw rocksOpen a window or just a door. If you throw a rock and simply open the door, you can ask Old Bell Dame about the lost
child, turn the hostile old witch. But the witch in the swamp denies that she has a boy and proposes that you search the village of Lizard Fork. She also gives quest mushrooms from the Mud Bowl. Finish the quest and Old Belle Dam will give you another Quest Swamp Bouquet. To the north of the
witchhouse in the swamp stands a goul in front of a dilapidated house (mad reefs, gromberries and dizzy heads can all be found on this map). Give him the coin you found from Wisp and he will rest. If you complete both quests from Old Belle Dam (Quest Coins for the Eyes of a Dead Man), you can learn
more about yourself. What happened here? and As far as I've heard, my human daughter and Faye lived here. Her name was Elga Verniex. Are you her? Tire Shea gives you a letter to deliver to his daughter from Setrex. Give a letter to Bedrame to complete the quest here. Troll clearing There are no
explorable maps in this location, but there are book events. If you prepare an ambush and wait three times, you will take a shot with the [Nature 20] check. If successful, you will catch wild boar and win some XP. Monster Den This is a pretty smale area, you can find a dry add token lying in a mountain of
rocks in the northeast. The ancient Wyvern is the enemy here. A separate lodge You can have a rest here if you talk to an elderly dunning man named Dumura, its owner. You can also buy some rations and tor lag pendants from him. The lodges in Dumura have a lot of booty and don't hostile to the
dunnings by taking them with them. Wolfrea If you fight wolves here, more wolves will appear and try to lie down at you, so don't surround your spellcasters and archers. Mad Bowl This area is full of venom fog, your character will have to pass all round [Fortitude 17] check if they fail will be nauseous. You
need to collect 10 black galatle caps for quest mushrooms from the Mud Bowl. Be careful with Tendurikeros when you collect mushrooms. Bridge over the Gudrin River There are melted pieces of the ring hidden in some bushes along the cliffs on the north bank, and another melted piece of the ring can
be found in the east by several wolves hidden in the rocks. Explore the east side of the north coast and you'll find caves. Don't just rush in, there's the biggest and most dangerous enemy you've ever encountered, the internal Krug Linn norm. To defeat it, you need to carefully buff all the characters and
use your hand to draw attention to it. If you want to kill Kruglin Norm (Kruglin Norm also has some fire damage ability to protect against energy spells), please bring some cold iron weapons, otherwise you can usually kill it. Across the southern river, there are a group of bandits and kill them for some XP
and booty. You can find some Tardan Warrior dog tags in this area, turnGet some GP to the storyteller in your royal room. After exploring the surrounding areas of the capital, you already need to trigger some troll-related events and projects, now it's time to wipe out the troll threat in your land. Otherwise,
the 4th event of trolls will be more frequent if any of your kingdom statistics fall to zero, your general will not be able to handle them, the game is over. Koboldt Camp here is serving the self-proclaimed King Koboldt Tartuk, but they are not hostile to you. Therefore, you can convince them to leave your land
peacefully, if you fail, you will have to fight them a troll/cobold encounterIt is possible that if you successfully pass the skill check, you may shroll one or two trolls, otherwise you will have to fight 3 trolls and cobold shamans. If you choose, we boldly rushed into battle. You will be ambushed by another troll.
After defeating the enemy, you can plunder for resistance +2 and trag pendant cloak. When you arrive, a friendly troll named Dfarven Ruins, Jason, will approach you. You can learn troll and cobold information here from him. If you kill Jason, you will get +3 to hide. Or you can ask Jason to bring you to
Troll King for peace talks. (Even if you choose to be peaceful, you still have to fight trolls at the end.) But if you choose the peach road, you can take advantage of Jason (Hint: If you bring you and Jubirost, you can complete his personal quest famous explorer) If Jason lets you take you to King Troll, you
will meet Halgurka directly at the Dauven Ruins. But if you choose a violent approach, you will have to fight your way to the entrance of the ruins. Kill trolls, troll hounds and cobolts, and plunder old Dwarve chest keys and dry add tokens. Hargurka, the king of trolls, is waiting for you in the ruins. You can
learn some information from him, but no matter what you choose, you will eventually have to fight. Let Halgurka leave the hall and destroy the passage, and the rest of the trolls lie down on you. Defeat them and explore this level even more. Arch enemies of Kargad and Ekundayo are in the first room on
the southwest side of the level. (Ekundayo also tells us that Calgad is allergic to the sun.) But before you fight Calgad, you have to decide how to deal with his children. After Calgad appears, complete a personal quest for Ekundayo and defeat him to plunder his corpse for a physical force belt +2 and
some soot black gloves. There is a dying derma in the storage room near Calgad's room, and if you try to save him, he will give a curse to your team. You can also end his pain. Near the cobold, you can find a hidden panel (perceived 20), it reveals a secret treasure room. There are two rotary dwarve
devices at this level, and you need to find the correct pattern at a lower level of ruins in the classroom. If you rotate the device correctly, the secret chestof the low level of ruins. Jason, a pacifist troll can be found at a low level of ruins, you can persuade him to leave or beat him with the rest of the trolls.
North of the lower floor there is a troll storage room and a throne room (Jason is slightly stronger than other trolls, but the acid can still kill him). In the storage room, you can find whips for questing the nature of the beast. (But you can also give Octavia a whip.) In the royal room, you will mead Halgurka
and Tartuk. This battle is inevitable, so buff your character in advance and summon some seres. If you have Halim with you, he will destroy the Dwarve An building and find precious gems in it. Kingdom Management After wiping out the trolls of the Dwarves ruins, you can claim a third area for your baron.
You may also face ever a flood of events/projects to start the project only if you have no important issues to solve, focusing on the kingdom's events first to avoid failure (usually there is a deadline on the first day of next month). Also, if the same advisor needs to attend multiple events, ignore events with
fewer failure penalties (for example, troublemakers will reduce your Baron's loyalty by one). Hodg Rhea This place can be found from Dalton, a merchant you encountered shortly after dealing with the Troll Invasion event. Don't forget to bring Amiri with you when you explore this place, this is part of her
personal quest to prove your worth. Amiri wants to fight Hodg 1st, so don't buff her and intervene (if you find It's too difficult to handle, you can equip Amiri with some potions). After Hoddang is defeated, he plunders the area and leaves. Ratnook Hill this area is filled with traps and wadrats (there are
fragments of knight breakers in this area) and defeat them and you can find some valuable equipment and potions as well as ancient Lostlandic coins. Lizard Forks Village When you arrive in this area, you will meet an old lizard man wandering outside the village. From him you can learn about the
situation here and why is he in exile? You will learn that the boy is attached to evil spirits. Help the old lizard to deal with evil spirits (will-o-wisp) to release this boy. Candle Mia Tower this area is always full of will-o-wisps to protect against energy spells to avoid being ambushed (speak to the boy's mother
at the Capital Tavern to complete Quest Lost Child). (You can also buy some protection from energy potions from clergy in your capital.) When you reach the ruins of the north, you will find a nechi clergy, a reason with him or one that kills him. If you succeed, he will help you fight the enemy. In any case,
after dealing with the clergy, you will have to fight a powerful war o-wisp from the other side of the portal. Defeat it and plunder the area. Companion Quests in front of youTo Varnhold, you might consider completing some companion quests first. (When you return from Varnhold, a series of monster
invasion events will occur and you will be occupied.) Valerie's Quest Sherin's chosen must you travel to Oleg's trade post and face her former teacher. You can also take Jaethal with you and finish her quest to investigate my death in old Sycamore to save some travel time. The wild boar you need to find
out in Old Sycamore, after examining it, you can find it in the south to a huge tree, you have to go to a nearby location and defeat some erphs. You can then give Jetal one of the eternal lives of the fallen erph or rest the erph in peace. To complete Linzi quests easily to ask for forgiveness, you need to
travel to the swamp witch's hut to find the missing printing press, killing bandits or scaring them. Trissian's Cleansing Kingdom must meet him in The Capital Square after he reports that a secret cult is growing among your barons. Find Tristia in the Capital Square and talk to the girl next to him. You can
learn a lot of information about the cult from that girl and you can receive invitations from her if you play well. Then follow Trisian to the secret sanctuary at night and deal with the problem. (Be prepared because cultists will attack you after a shot conversation!baldstone leaves your capital, moves east
from the bridge over the Gudrin River and you can find bald stones through the following directions: south-southeast southeast tohoku has a big nightmare live-in in this area and it has a high HP and can throw fire spells.) But in Resist Energy, it is not difficult for the community to defeat it. Iron ore Galie
Giant Spider and Mkadedes lurking in this cave (it drops flame glory +2) can search the chest of that room after defeating the Primal Giant Spider and look for driad tokens and some camping supplies and rations, as well as other valuables. Defeat the mokade in the north cave and you'll find the chest with
another token of dry ad, and a seductive charismatic +4 headband with tardan warrior dog tags. Lonely Barrow This is a big tomb, you can reach this place from your capital in the following directions: Northeast Northeast East East Southeast You will meet some bandits in the first room, if you succeed in
the [Intimidation 22] check, you can scare them. Also, if you are neutral evil and have succeeded in diplomatic checks, you can choose to work with them. Or you can simply wipe them out. Continue until you find a room with sarphagus, but there are treasures for booty, but be careful with traps. If you
have high perception and knowledge skills, you can learn some information about the Ancient Cyclopian Empire. If you succeed in Athletics 22, you can open the sarthagus. This will lead some skeleton champions to ambush you. Don't assume that this tomb has been fully explored after defeating the
skeleton champion, a little more skeleton champion when you return to the bandit's roomOn the other end of the day. knocked them down, and two new doors were opened to the southwest. One in the South leads to more traps, undead, and some treasures. The other door will lead you to a rune that can
open a sealed door in the bandit chamber, but be careful, you will have to fight the way through traps with ferocious skeleton champions, other undead. Go back to the bandit room (don't forget to plunder the belt of Mighty Constitution +4, Chain Mail +2, and other treasures) and through the newly opened
door, you will meet more traps and skeleton champions/archers, eliminate them and adventure. To the southeast is a room with Clay Golems. Defeat them (they have DR 10/Adamantine and High Armor class, Clay Golem can also cast cursed wounds) and disarm traps in this room and you can plunder
for some potions and other valuables. After exploring the golem room, return to the previous fork and choose the other way. The aisle contains hidden panels and some traps, so keep an eye out. Heal your character and stack all the buffs before you enter the next room. Greater Skeleton Champion
Berserker and some other undead wait for you there, defeat them and you can plunder the area for a second run, a ring of luck and a tardance tarpup. The level under the tomb has been sealed for now, so just leave the tomb and go to the next place. Ancient mines defeat the ancient Wyvern in this area,
plunder for natural armor +2 adverses, and then you can leave the area. Lake Silver Step Village forms your starting point and there is a group of Tatzl Wilm to your south, inherit the [Mobility 23] check and climb to the shore. After defeating these Tazl Wilm, plunder this area and go west to the village.
You'll find a merchant called Brevis in the village. Ask him, I was surprised to see a trader in such a remote area, and pass the [Perception 18] check under the hood and he will tell you where he got his product. A group of bandits were found lurking in a nearby mountain. You can then decide how to deal
with Brevis. Nixie named Lykka is found on the edge of the village and she asks to wipe out the bandits in the cave. (Quest Scary Box) Leave the village and go north, and the cave is not far from the village. In addition to the bandits, there is also a sarphagus in the cave. Open it and kill the Dread Zombie
Cyclops to complete the quest. In this cave, you can plunder Tardan Warrior dog tags and other valuables. Hunter Ival can also be found on the edge of a northwestern cliff known as the voice of a dragon (but be aware of Hydra and Neraid on your way there), but now you can't get much information from
him and he leaves the area immediately after the conversation is over. If you kill him, you can get a long sword +1, chain mail +2 suit and physical shape belt +2. But you can't complete the lone hunter's quest. The rest of this place is also very advantageous, including a small property hidden under the
branch.Slicer named +2, and some tokens in the dry add. If you search Ival's house, you'll find a letter explaining his past. Silver Step Grove Wolf and Wolf Pack is waiting for you here, after you defeat them, you can find Ival standing in front of some tombs, with some Alpha Warg. As you approach, Ival
will turn into a werewolf and attack you with his Wolf. Defeat him, he will turn the man back and tell you his story. You can decide to live him or kill him. As you approach Vernhold, you are stopped by several guards (book events) and agree to travel with them and you will be taken to Varhold. We don't do
Varnhold much at the moment, but we can collect valuables in this area. Ancient Lostland coins have ancient scraps of scripted leather near The Tavern, near Meger Vernhold. Near the house on the northwest corner, there is Ira's heart in the crate. Along the western end of the shrine is a fence where
you can get the tag of the Tardan warrior dog. After talking to Meger Walhold, it's time to leave Vernhold. Vernhold (disambiguation)
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